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THEMES PASSAGES LEVELS

Sports 1 fiction
1 nonfiction A-E

Ice 
Cream

1 fiction
1 nonfiction A-E

Picnic 1 fiction
1 nonfiction A-E

Beach 1 fiction
1 nonfiction A-E

Watermelon
1 fiction

1 nonfiction A-E
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He has a bucket.    He has a shovel.

He has sand.    He has a sandcastle. 

||||||||||||||||||||

① What does he have?

A Sandcastle
NameA

sandals sand shells

a shovel a bucket both
② What else does he have?
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||||||||||||||||||||
A Sandcastle

Name

He gets a bucket. 

He gets a shovel. 

He gets sand.

He gets water. 

He makes a sandcastle!

B

① What does he get?
a shovel a fork a scoop
② Retell the story. Who did you tell? 
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||||||||||||||||||||
A Sandcastle

Name

He gets the shovel. 

He scoops the sand. 

He gets the bucket. 

He puts the sand in the bucket.

He gets the bucket. 

He puts the water in it. 

He gets it all together. 

He makes a sandcastle! 

C
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① What does he get first?

a bucket sand              a shovel
② What does he make?  
sand         a sandcastle  a bucket



||||||||||||||||||||
Tyler’s Sandcastle
Name

“I will make a sandcastle,” 

Tyler said. “First, I will get my 

shovel.” He got his shovel. “Next, I will need two 

buckets,” he said. He got two buckets. “Now, I 

need to fill my buckets. One bucket needs sand. 

The other bucket needs water,” said Tyler. 

Tyler got the sand and the water. “Now, I can 

build my sandcastle!” he said. 

D

① What does Tyler need?

||||||||||||||||||||||||
② What does he put in the buckets?
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○ sand ○ water      ○ both 



There is sand.   There is water.

There are shells. There are starfish. 

||||||||||||||||||||

① What is there?

Bats Have
NameA

sand dirt

rocks shells        grass
② What else is there?
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○ sand   ○ water   ○ shells   ○ starfish
Vocabulary

The Beach



At the Beach

||||||||||||||||||||Name

This is a beach.  

There is sand at the beach. 

There is water at the beach. 

There are shells at the beach.

There are starfish at the beach. 

B

① What is at the beach?
sand water    both

② Retell the text. Who did you tell? 
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○ sand   ○ water   ○ shells   ○ starfish   
Vocabulary



||||||||||||||||||||

The Beach

Name

There is sand. 
It is rough. 
There is the ocean. 
It is made of water. 
There are shells. 
They are pretty. 
This is the beach. 

C
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① What describes the sand?
smooth     rough        pretty

② What is at the beach?
the ocean sand    both

○ rough   ○ ocean   ○ shells   ○ pretty
Vocabulary



||||||||||||||||||||

The Beach

Name

The beach is where the
ocean meets the land. There 
is sand at the beach. It is rough. The sand 
goes into the ocean. The ocean is made of salt 
water. There are shells on the beach. They 
come from the ocean. They all look different. 
They have different shapes and colors. Have 
you been to the beach? 

① Where do shells come from?

||||||||||||||||||||||||
② What can you find on the beach?
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○ sand ○ shells       ○ both

D
○ ocean ○ sand ○ rough ○ shells ○ different 

Vocabulary


